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An autonomous synthetic programmable device that can diagnose a cell’s state according to predefined
markers and produce a corresponding therapeutic output may be the basis of future programmable drugs.
Motivated to increase diagnosis precision, devices that integrate multiple disease markers have been
implemented based on various molecular tools. As simplicity is key to future in-vivo applications, we sought
a molecular device that a) integrates multiple inputs without requiring pairwise interactions, and b)
harnesses only mechanisms that cells natively use. Here we show a synthetic NOR-based programmable
device, operating via a biochemical obstructing approach rather than on a constructive approach, capable of
differentiating between prokaryotic cell strains based on their unique expression profile. To demonstrate
our system’s strengths we further implemented the NOT, OR and AND gates. The device’s programmability
allows context-dependent selection of the inputs being sensed, and of the expressed output, thus, holding
great promise in future biomedical applications.

C
ompletion of the human genome sequence and technological advancements have made it possible to
identify abnormal expression profiles in various diseases, including cancer1–3. Transcription Factors (TFs)
are proteins that regulate the expression of genes by binding to specific DNA sequences. In various

diseases, coordinated de-regulation of expression can be found underlying the development or maintenance of
the diseased states. For example, cancer cells alter their expression profile to promote uncontrolled proliferation
and suppress cell death mechanisms4. Expression-based targeting, in which a therapeutic gene is expressed under
the control of an impaired transcription factor, expressed solely in the target cells, holds the promise for smart
drugs capable of differentiating diseased cells from healthy ones, and affecting the latter accordingly5. Treatments
based on single disease markers have been demonstrated by delivering a therapeutic gene under the control of a
promoter that can be activated by transcription factors that are overexpressed and/or constitutively activated in
cancer cells in numerous tumor types6–10.

However, diagnosis based on a single input may be error prone. Integration of multiple disease indicators, such
as transcription factors, is advantageous over a single indicator since it increases diagnosis accuracy and decreases
the probability of falsely classifying healthy versus diseased cells. For these reasons, systems integrating multiple
inputs have been implemented11–16. These implementations are based on a constructive approach, in which
the diagnostic computation is held in multiple steps. In the first step, each one of the disease markers controls
a sub-component, such as a protein. In consecutive steps, sub-components repeatedly interact with each other
to generate the final output, e.g., a reporter or a toxic protein, exclusively expressed in target diseased
cells. Expanding these systems to a larger number of disease indicators requires addition of large number of
sub-components which iteratively hold the sub-computations. Thus, to increase the diagnostic accuracy of
these systems, multiple complex biochemical reactions are required, and therefore scaling them up may be
difficult.

To overcome these constrains, we used an "obstructing" approach, similar to Tasmir et al.17. Here we show a
NOR-gate based device that is capable of integrating multiple disease indicators without requiring pairwise
interactions, harnessing only native cellular mechanisms to conduct computations. In accordance with NOR
gate’s logic, as can be seen in Figure 1a, we designed a single regulatory element that can serve as an integrator of
several inputs and enables the expression of an output if and only if all inputs are absent (Fig 1b). The regulatory
element is comprised of several potential binding regions, each corresponding to a specific pre-defined input
(Fig 1b, balloon). One binding input is sufficient for inhibiting the expression of the output by physically blocking
the transcription machinery. The binding regions are programmable and can utilize sequences of either prokar-
yotic TFs (such as lacI, which represses the expression of unnecessary proteins involved in the metabolism of
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lactose when the sugar is not available18) or eukaryotic TFs (such as
p53, which binds the promoter of Survivin, an apoptosis inhibitor
highly expressed in most human tumors, and therefore represses its
expression19).

Results
The NOR gate. We demonstrated this design in prokaryotic cells.
Our integrator is capable of differentiating between four strains of
E. coli, genomically expressing different logic combinations of two
common TFs: NOR(A50, B50), XOR(A51, B50 or A50, B51)
and AND(A51, B51). To test this ability we transformed the NOR-
gate plasmid into the four different strains, as depicted in Fig. 1c.
Only in strains expressing at least one of the TFs, the RNA
polymerase is blocked from attaching to its binding site and the
output protein is not expressed. All inputs and outputs are of the
same type, i.e., TFs, allowing composition of logical circuits. The
integrator controls the expression of another TF, which can serve
as an input to another logic gate. To further test our NOR-gate in
terms of robustness, efficiency and digital behavior, we’ve imple-
mented three basic logic gates NOT, OR and AND (Figure 2).

NOT gate. The NOT gate is based upon a rather straight-forward
signal inverter. If and only if input A’s signal is ‘1’, i.e. repressor TF
that represents input A is present, its corresponding promoter which

controls the expression of the output protein is blocked, resulting in a
‘0’ output signal. As seen in Figure 2a, the output protein was expressed
only in strains lacking input A, corresponding to a NOT-gate’s logic.

OR gate. The OR gate plasmid was derived from the previously
constructed NOR gate, in which the output protein was replaced
with an intermediate repressor, C. The resulting plasmid is com-
prised of a promoter incorporating the binding regions of inputs
A and B, and controls the expression of C in a NOR fashion.
Based on the abstract digital logical representation, in which the
OR gate is formed by inverting the NOR gate’s signal, an
additional element was added, in which the output protein is
controlled by the inverting repressor, C. If and only if both A and
B are absent, repressor C is expressed and the output protein is
blocked from expression. As seen in Figure 2b, the output protein
was expressed in strains containing either input A, input B, or both –
corresponding to an OR-gate’s logic.

AND gate. In order to implement the AND gate, the intermediate
repressor C was placed under the control of both inputs, A and B, in
an independent manner. The output protein was placed under the
control of the C repressor. If and only if repressor C is absent, the
output protein is expressed. Repressor C’s absence is dependent on
both input A and input B’s presence. Overall, as seen in Figure 2c, the

Figure 1 | NOR-gate and its molecular implementation. (a) The universal NOR-gate and it’s truth table. (b) Molecular implementation of the NOR

synthetic genetic circuit. A single regulatory element can be repressed by either one of several potential inputs. If and only if none are present, the RNA

polymerase can attach to its binding site resulting in the GFP output’s expression (A and B and A and B represent the TFs LacI and TetR and their

corresponding potential binding regions Lac-Operator and Tet-Operator, respectively. O represents GFP.). The integrator is comprised of arbitrary

regions, located downstream, upstream and in-between conserved regions, responsible for recruiting the transcription machinery (e.g., the RNA

polymerase and its 235 210 recruiting sequences). The arbitrary regions can be assigned with binding regions for TFs. This design applies for prokaryotic

TFs (e.g., TetR, LacI, l-Repressor, etc.) as well as for Eukaryotic TFs by principal (e.g., p53, E2F, FOXO, etc.). (c) The truth table of the four E. coli strains

used to test the NOR synthetic genetic circuit, each genomically expressing one of the four possible input combinations. The NOR-gate plasmid was

transformed into the four different strains. As can be seen, only the strain presenting none of the inputs resulted in a ‘1’ signal while the rest, presenting one

or two inputs, resulted in a ‘0’ signal, in accordance to the NOR’s truth table. Kinetics results are also shown, exhibiting efficient digital behavior over time

- high signal strength while maintaining no signal leakage. Arbitrary unit (a.u.) is calculated as fluorescence/O.D2. Fluorescence values and their error bars

are calculated as mean 6 s.d. from three experiments.
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output protein was expressed only in strains containing both input A
and input B – corresponding to an AND gate’s logic.

As can be seen all gates maintained robust and digital behavior,
exhibiting very low signal leakage and keeping a high signal yield and
strength (control experiments, including kinetics of the system can
be found in supplementary Fig. S1 and Fig. S2).

Discussion
In this work we implemented a dual-repressed promoter, serving as a
NOR gate, along with a complete set of Boolean gates (NOT, OR &
AND) in prokaryotic cells. Our system is modular and programma-
ble by design – any repressing TF can be used as its input, and any
gene of interest can be set as the expressed output. This is in line with
the systems of Elowitz20 and Gardner21 who pioneered the field of
synthetic gene circuits. Their systems are also based on the utilization
of TFs, in which the inputs and outputs are of the same type, allowing
direct and easy composition of basic logic gates into cascadable cir-
cuits, unlike systems based on tRNA22, aptamers or RNA alternative
splicing11, and microRNAs and RNA interference15,23,24. A system
possessing these features—input and output modularity, program-
mability and cascadability—allows accurate targeting of desired cells
without falsely targeting other cells.

Our NOR-based design can be scaled to multiple inputs while
maintaining a simple molecular implementation by forsaking pair-
wise interaction of the different individual inputs. Unlike AND-gate
based systems13, which require pairwise interactions of inputs
through iterative sub-computations (as depicted in Supplementary
Fig. 3), our NOR-based design is based on the direct integration of
different inputs, where each input directly and independently con-
trols the output gene, in parallel with the other inputs. In addition,
the system is based on an obstructive approach, e.g., repressing TFs
that interfere with the regular regulatory machinery by steric block-
age, similar to Tasmir et al.17, rather than a constructive approach,
e.g., protein–protein interactions which is not easy to scale. Tasmir
et al.17 recently demonstrated a genetic NOR gate based on the con-
catenation of two potentially repressible tandem promoters in E. coli.
Either promoter, if in an unrepressed state, can solely suffice to drive
the expression of a downstream repressor, which in turn can repress
its corresponding downstream output gene. In terms of scalability,
given that promoters are large entities, only a small number can be
concatenated, since each added promoter will have to be farther from
the transcriptional start site. This is particularly relevant for future
medical applications given that mammalian cells’ promoters are of
much greater magnitude. In contrast, the repression operators
(approximately 20 bases) are significantly smaller than promoters

Figure 2 | Molecular implementation of basic logic gates assembled by the NOR gate. A, B and C and A, B and C represent the TFs LacI, TetR and l-

Repressor and their corresponding potential binding regions Lac-Operator, Tet-Operator and l-Operator, respectively. O represents GFP. (a) NOT gate.

If and only if (IFF) A is present, its corresponding promoter which controls the expression of the output protein is blocked, resulting in a ‘0’ output signal.

(b) OR gate. IFF both A and B are absent, the expression of C is enabled, which in turn represses its promoter that controls the expression of the output

protein, resulting in a ‘0’ output signal. (c) AND gate. Both A and B are needed to repress C, which in turn controls the expression of the output protein.

Thus, IFF both input signals are ‘1’ the output signal is ‘1’. Arbitrary unit (a.u.) is calculated as fluorescence\O.D2. Fluorescence values and their error bars

are calculated as mean 6 s.d. from three experiments.
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and therefore many can be concatenated within one promoter.
Additionally, in the system of Tasmir et al.17, the inputs are two
chemical external inducers incubated in the culture tubes together
with the bacteria. These inducers can bind and inhibit the two TFs
repressors that repress the two tandem promoters. If and only if the
two external inducers are absent the output gene was expressed.
External inputs accommodated Tasmir et al.17 goal of interconnect-
ing individual E. coli colonies via chemical components functioning
as the ‘wires’. However, the changes and anomalies underlining
various diseases start and subside with endogenous intra-cellular
changes4 (such as the deregulation of TFs levels). Therefore, for the
goal of cell-state diagnosis computing we chose to use internal inputs.
Delivery of the NOR circuit using traditional methods (such as trans-
fection25) into all cells (target and normal) will allow the circuit to
sense and analyze these intra-cellular inputs present inside the cell.
Accordingly, we designed an integrator that accepts innate TFs as
inputs and computes NOR-based logic gates with them. Together,
these features offer an advance over previous approaches as they
simplify the biochemical reactions underlying the computation
and increase the feasibility to operate in a biological environment.

We have demonstrated our system’s abilities in prokaryotic cells
which are far less complex than mammalian cells. However, we
believe its true potential is for diagnosis of disease indicators in
mammalian cells as it is based on: a native cellular machinery; a
destructive approach; and, can analyze both over-expressed TFs
(such as oncogenes), and under-expressed TFs (such as tumor sup-
pressors). When detecting the absence of tumor suppressors, it suf-
fices for one tumor suppressor (which normally should be present) to
directly attach onto its corresponding potential binding region and
inhibit the expression of a protein which induces apoptotic cell death,
as shown in Supplementary Figure 4a. When detecting the presence
of oncogenic TFs, the over-expressed oncogenes converge to inhibit
the expression of an intermediate repressor which in turn inhibits the
expression of the output protein. One normally absent oncogene
suffices to inhibit the expression of the output protein, as shown in
Supplementary Figure 4b. Thus, in accordance with the NOR gate
truth table, if and only if all inputs are aberrantly expressed, i.e., all
tumor suppressors are absent and all oncogenes are present, the
output is expressed. The system presented in this work demonstrates
how the NOR gate can analyze TF inputs based on their digital
presence or absence (as opposed to being able to analyze any analog
or gradual level of expression). Although analog gradual de-regu-
lation is more common than digital exclusive presence or absence, it
is the last that holds the promise for cancer-specific gene therapies1.
Digital, i.e., unique and distinct markers, enable greater specificity
and optimized target versus non-target cells discrimination. And
indeed, cancer-specific gene therapies1 based on this digital absence
or presence principle, have already been clinically tested in numerous
cancer types6–10. In these transcriptionally targeted gene therapies, a
digital TF4 exclusively present in target cells, while absent in normal
cells, solely controls the expression of a therapeutic gene. Thus, cor-
responding exclusive expression in target cells and not in normal
cells is achieved. Scaling up the number of sensed inputs, while
sensing both aberrantly present (e.g., oncogenes) and aberrantly
absent (e.g., tumor suppressors) TFs, vastly broadens the repertoire
of potential markers that can be analyzed. A mammalian system
based on this design may allow analyzing the presence or absence
of numerous cancer-related TFs and the induction of cells death if all
TFs were aberrantly expressed, and therefore may have important
future biological and medical applications.

Methods
Strains. All studies were performed using four different DH5a E. coli strains,
genomically expressing the four inputs combinations, none, LacI, TetR and LacI and
TetR, termed DH5a, DH5aZi, DH5aZr and DH5aZ1, respectively. DH5aZr
(chromosomal TetR integration) was achived as follows: DH5aZr was prepared via
chromosomal integration procedure as follows: The TetR gene was integrated in a

DH5a E. coli strain that carries in its chromosome the attB site via Int mediated site
specific recombination. For this, plasmid pZS4Int-tetR together with pIntAssist were
used. pIntAssist carries a temperature sensitive origin of replication and upon heat
treatment was lost after the integration procedure, i.e. the resulting strain carries a
Spectinomycin resistance cassette in the chromosome only. A respective protocol can
be found by the supplier of the pZ system (more details can be found on the website
http://expressys.com/).

Media. Lysogeny broth (LB) plates with appropriate antibiotics were obtained from
the bacteriology services (Weizmann Institute) and prepared as described26. Strains
were grown in Lysogeny broth (LB) medium supplied by the Weizmann institute
bacteriology unit and were grown overnight at 37uC with 250 rpm shaking. The
cultures were diluted 1:100 into 200 ml of medium in a 96-well plate with different
combinations of antibiotics and/or inducers; 34 mg/ml chloramphenicol and/or 50
mg/ml kanamycin and/or 100 mg/ml Ampicillin and/or 50 mg/ml Spectomycin and/or
IPTG 1mM and/or anhydrotetracycline 100 ng/ml.

Plasmids. All plasmids are based on the components of the pZ Expression System and
its nomenclature is as follows: The letter (E, A, S, S*) denotes the origin of replication.
The first number indicates the resistance marker (1 to 5). The second number (1 to 5)
defines the promoter controlling the transcription of the gene of interest. The MCS or
the description of the gene of interest, e.g. GFP, follows this code as exemplified. The
nomenclature can be found in Supplementary Table 1, and the derivative plasmids
and their nomenclature used in our paper can be found in Supplementary table 2. We
wish to thank the kind members of Uri Alon’s and Michael Elowitz laboratories for
sharing their wisdom and plasmids.

Liquid handling and measurements. Assembly, execution and readout of the
experiments, i.e., liquid handling, orbital shaking, growth in stable 37uC temperature,
were done on a Tecan FreedomH 2000 robot controlled by in-house developed
software. Fluorescence signals were read by a Tecan InfiniteH 200 microplate-reader:
GFP (Excitation Wavelength: 497 nm. Emission Wavelength: 535 nm). mCherry
(Excitation Wavelength: 587 nm. Emission Wavelength: 614 nm). Reaction’s
components: *) LB. *) Bacteria strain, expressing one of the four desired input
combinations (none, LacI, TetR and LacI and TetR), and transformed with one or
more of the plasmids implementing desired gates. *) Appropriate antibiotics
according to Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Table 2.
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